Rock Your Pearl!: A Teen Girl's Guide To Sexual Purity
Young girls today are growing up in a culture where anything goes. Right is wrong and wrong is right; they are lost and confused about which standard to follow. Those that want to keep their virginity feel isolated. Some are on the fence and likely to bend towards the "new normal." Others have given up their virginity and now feel it's too late for them, unaware that they can begin again. Rock Your Pearl! will encourage teenage girls to honor, celebrate, and embrace their virginity or celibacy in a crazy, mixed-up world. It will inspire the younger generation to reach towards a higher standard for themselves than is currently being represented in today’s culture. Author Kay Davis wants teen girls to understand that just like the pearl, they are valuable, and just like the pearl, their purity is admirable. This is a powerful teenager book for girls and a valuable teenager parenting book. Whether you are a teen looking for some guidance or a parent looking for a powerful resource to help you talk with your teen about the delicate subject of sex, there is help for you inside this book! Teen Readers will be packed full of: * Encouragement* Knowledge* Wisdom* Hope *Practical and Biblical Insight *Support and Guidance *Love and Acceptance
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**Customer Reviews**

MY FIRST OF MANY COPIES HAVE ARRIVED!!! This one goes to my niece who is a pre-teen. Looking forward to her growth in this very important area of her life due to the Scriptures, Godly wisdom, teaching, real life applications, transparency and genuine love from the author. Oh, I must say I adore the Bible Verses given in the specific sections, they come in and minister immediately,
accordingly! I also like that the Bible Verses are italicized - making them stand out the more. The illustrations provided are magnificent, and illustrate the exact point! 'Rock Your Pearl!' shall do just what God designed it to do. Thank you Lord for blessing all of us (pre-teens, adults & teens) with this Gift and I ask that you shower greater blessings upon Kay Davis! ROCK YOUR PEARLS GIRLS!

This is the book for young ladies who is truly interested looking for some additional guidance in living a God purpose life! We all need help living this spiritual life that's pleasing to our Creator. The author of this book certainly appear to be living that life! I recommend this as good reading not only for the young but also the elders who is interested in being of service to the young!

I love Rock Your Pearl. There is so much readers can relate to. I felt like I was watching a movie reading parts of this book. I shared this book with a family member I care about so much. I know she will benefit from it. Keep up the great work Kay Davis. I am looking forward to many more.

Rock Your Pearl was the best book, especially for young teens, to really understand & comprehend the meaning of the book. And, as being a teenager it's really hard to fall into dark paths, but this book definitely inspired me to have a different outlook on my decisions.

Rock Your Pearl! was an AWESOME book. I have recommended this book to co-workers for their daughters. Kay has truly blessed readers with her inspiring words of wisdom. Thank you Tasha G.
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